How adaptive is parasite species diversity?
Has species diversity in parasites evolved as a by-product of adaptive diversification driven by competition for limited resources? Or is it a result of gradual genetic drift in isolation? One can move closer to answering these questions by evaluating the ubiquity of host switching, the key stage of adaptive diversification. Studies dealing with evolutionary role of host switching suggest that this process is extremely common in the wild, thus pointing at adaptive nature of parasite species diversity. However, most of these studies are focused on the evidence that may or may not have emerged as a consequence of host switching, - an approach potentially associated with a degree of uncertainty. After an overview of the data I am making an attempt to get a clearer view on host switching by focusing on factors that cause this phenomenon. In particular, I review theoretical work and field observations in order to identify the type of genetic host-use variance and the type of dispersal that underpin host switching. I show that host switching is likely to require generalist modifier alleles which increase the host range of individual genotypes and is likely to be promoted by wave-like patterns of dispersal. Both factors appear to be common in parasites. I conclude by outlining key areas for future research, including: (i) direct testing for divergence with gene flow, the main "footprint" of adaptive speciation; (ii) investigating the association between demography, dispersal potential and the potential to colonise novel habitats; and (iii) determining the genetic mechanisms underpinning host range variance in parasites.